Magnetic source localization and morphological changes in temporal lobe epilepsy: comparison of MEG/EEG, ECoG and volumetric MRI in presurgical evaluation of operated patients.
Is MEG source analysis able to precisely locate the primary focal epileptic activity? 22 patients with pharmacoresistant temporal lobe epilepsy were recorded during presurgical evaluation simultaneously with multichannel MEG/EEG and invasive (subdural) electrodes to evaluate the increase of information gained by MEG concerning the localization of focal epileptic activity and lesions. With this systematic study it should become clearer how often MEG can establish a diagnostic bridge between function and morphology. In addition, MEG localization accuracy of focal epileptic activity was to be validated empirically by invasive EEG recordings and postsurgical outcome. Spikes in the MEG were used for magnetic source localization, and the result was combined with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). All patients definitely suffered from temporal lobe epilepsy and revealed a structural abnormality in MRI. 17 patients with lesions in the temporal lobe were operated meanwhile and became markedly improved or seizure free. In 7 of 8 patients with a tumor and validated operation outcome, a very close correlation of the 3D-magnetic source localization and the border of the tumor in the brain was found (distance less than 10 mm). In 8 of 9 patients with a temporal/hippocampal atrophy and validated operation outcome, dipoles of epileptiform activity were located within the atrophic lobe.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)